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{enclose http://dev.ksco.got.net/podcasts/2009-08-07.mp3} The following is a KSCO
commentary. Here is Kay Zwerling: Whoever you are ? kudos to you ? because we tea party
conservatives have been grasping for a way to save our Country from Obama socialism, and
you possibly have given us the logical solution. The politicians have ruined everything. They
governed by deception to grab more power for themselves and their corporate clients. They
have looted our treasury, and literally handed the money over to special interests. They have
tried very hard to enslave us, our children and grandchildren with oppressive laws and trillions
of dollars of crushing debt. And, now they are on the verge of railroading us into permanent
tyranny and turning our beloved America into a third world socialist or even fascist wasteland.
But guess whatThere are a lot more of us than there are of them. Survey after survey proves
that we are a nation of people with conservative values who cherish our freedoms and
American way of life. We still believe in the American dream, and it is our duty to preserve it.
Democrats are hopeless, immoral thieves, and Republicans cannot be trusted. They have been
a part of the big-government, power-grabbing, deception all along. They pretend to resist it, but
they are neck deep in it. They do not represent us, and they never have. They represent
international corporations and special interest groups who pay them well to sell you down the
river. Luckily, the way out of this tragic mess is simple.Together we can lead a third party
revolution within our existing two-party system. How?By supporting the tea party movement and
contributing to and voting for any candidate in the next election who identifies him or herself as
a tea party conservative. You do not have to risk your fortune, family, and life as our
courageous Founding Fathers did. Just provide the critical grassroots support necessary for the
tea party movement to sweep across the land, turn Washington upside down, and take back our
Country. Among other things, a tea party conservative: Supports the Constitution by taking his
or her oath of office seriously, and also loves individual freedom and votes in favor of it every
time, supports states? rights and votes hell no on every big federal program. A tea party
conservative also resists earmarks. And also favors dumping the U.N. and kicking their
headquarters off American soil. And, wants to hold the Federal Reserve accountable. A tea
party conservative hates high taxes and irresponsible spending. And finally, a tea party
conservative seeks a strong dollar. We Can Do ItLet us vote tea party conservatives in and the
criminal incumbents out. In the meantime, hold your representatives? feet to the fire and speak
out against freedom-killing big government schemes in any and every way you can.God bless
you and your family. God bless America, land of the free and home of the brave ? and may we
never change! For KSCO, this is Kay Zwerling. copyright 2009
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